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                  BRINGING 5G

                    To The Mass And Beyond

                

                FlowCom draws inspiration from the
                  multi-billion-dollar advertisement industry to design and implement a three-party architecture

                  that aims to bring 5G and satellite internet to the mass
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                // Presale Status
                Activating Phase

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      2nd Phase
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      Total FiG

                      5,200,000 FiG
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      Token Price

                      0.58 USDT
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      Purchase
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                        Processing
                      

                      
                        27.49%
                      

                    

                    
                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    Sold

                    1,429,382 FIG ~ 829,041.56 USDT
                  

                  
                    Remain

                    3,770,618 FIG ~ 2,186,958.44 USDT
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  3rd Phase - End of 2nd Phase
                

                
                  
                    Total FiG 5,200,000 FiG
                  

                

                
                  
                    Token Price 1 FiG
                      = 0.79 USDT
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  1st Phase - Completed
                

                
                  
                    Total FiG 5,200,000 FiG
                  

                

                
                  
                    Token Price 1 FiG
                      = 0.38 USDT
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Initial DEX Offering on PancakeSwap
                

                
                  FiG IDO is conducted on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) on 27 June, at the rate of 1 USDT per FiG.
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                Lock Your FiG & Earn Tokens
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                // Our Ambitions
                Providing Faster Speed And Wider Coverage With 5G

              

            

          

          

          
            
              
                

                
                  Airport Wifi

                  Given some limitations of public Wifi, secure and per-user connections will definitely be of great
                    interest to individuals.

                

              

            

            
              
                

                
                  HITL AI

                  Extending the three-party architecture to support training of Artificial Intelligence models with
                    human-in-the-loop (HITL)

                

              

            

            
              
                

                
                  Inflight Connection

                  Making in-flight internet connection widely and freely available to travellers, similar to the way
                    mobile applications are nowadays

                

              

            

            
              
                

                
                  Data Mining Initiative

                  Collaborating with the Internet Service Provider partners on mining the data being generated and
                    collected on our platform

                

              

            

          

        

      
      
        

        
          
            
              
                
                  // WHO WE ARE
                  Experience, Innovation, Diversification

                

                FlowCom draws inspiration from the multi-billion-dollar advertisement
                  industry to design and implement a three-party architecture that aims to bring 5G and satellite
                  internet to the mass.

                
                  	First party: internet users (or surfers) that would
                      like to use 5G or satellite internet connection on-the-spot.
	Second party: 5G-based and/or satellite internet
                      service providers.
	Third party: merchants who would like to engage
                      surfers’ activity and interactions with products or brands of their choice.
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                // Our Researchs
                FlowCom Research & Development

              

              

              Research and Development provides an important long-run perspective on the issues that we face on a
                day-to-day basis
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                Data Mining Initiative

                Using the vast amount of data on FlowCom platform to improve
                  recommendation systems, enhance IoT’s devices user experience, and facilitating urban and/or public
                  venues design
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                HITL AI

                To support training of AI models with human-in-the-loop, surfers can be
                  asked to provide feedback, labels and/or instructions during the building and training of Artificial
                    Intelligence systems
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              We Make FiG Work In Your Favor
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                        What is FiG?
Native currency of
                          FlowCom
                      

                    

                    
                      The FiG tokens inhabit the Binance Smart Chain, with a total supply of 38.9 millions. The tokens
                      are minted once, and administered by a special smart contract.
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                        How to mine FiG?
By interacting with
                          Merchant’s advertisements
                      

                    

                    
                      TBy engaging in advertisers’ campaigns like watching a 30-second video, or answering a
                      multiple-choice survey, surfers can earn points which can be redeemed for FiG.
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                // FAQs
                Frequently Asked Questions

              

              
                How can I buy a FiG Token? 
                
                  You can purchase FiG tokens during our Presale (tentatively from 20 March) on https://flowcom.io/
                    or IDO on Binance Smart Chain (tentatively at 27 June)

                

              

              
                How many FiG Tokens will be available for pre-sale? 
                
                  We aim to raise approximately 9 millions in USDT during the presale period. The presale will be
                    splitted into a few phases, with early phases giving investors better discounts.

                

              

              
                How long will the pre-sale IDO of FiG tokens last? 
                
                  The presale of FiG tokens is planned to commence on March 20 and last until June 26, 2021

                

              

              
                How will FiG Token be distributed? 
                
                  The total supply of FiG tokens will be capped at 38.9 millions, inhabiting Binance Smart Chain.
                    They will be minted once and administered by the FiG smart contract. 50% of FiG will be offered via
                    presale and IDO, with rates ranging from 0.38 USDT to 1 USDT per FiG. Presale and IDO combined aim
                    to raise a fund of 9 millions USD. The remaining amount of FiG will be dedicated for marketing
                    purpose (upto 35%), vetted by the team over the period of 2 years (10%) and reserve (10%)

                

              

              
                Can I exchange my FiG Tokens after the IDO? 
                
                  FiG tokens will be tradeable as soon as the IDO kick starts (details to be announced closer to the
                    IDO date). We are working with exchange partners to have FiG listed on their platforms. It is
                    expected that the relevant negotiation and KYC/AML procedures would complete by Q2-2021.

                

              

              
                Do I need to fill KYC details to partake in the IDO? 
                
                  KYC is not mandatory for IDO participation.
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              Board Of Directors
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                                  Davis Bortins
Founder
                                

                              

                              
                                
                                  Davis is an expert in Marketing and Digital Communication. He has been leading various
                                  social marketing campaigns for both fashion and high-tech brands. Through these
                                  endeavours, he has built up a strong network of accredited investors. Moreover, he has
                                  gained their trust and respect by providing them with insightful advice and practical
                                  market analysis. Davis is leading FlowCom’s marketing with his extensive know how and
                                  rich expertise.
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                                  Wayne Huang
Co-Founder
                                

                              

                              
                                
                                  Wayne Huang attributed responsibility for front end ops and Korean, Chinese
                                  translation, owing a duty of dealing with clients in China to tokenize their business
                                  models and planning ICOs, Tokenomics. He traveled to several ventures such as China,
                                  Korea, Japan to give talks on the Consentium project and raised a hard cap of 42M USD
                                  in Dubai. Since 2019, he has been one of the lead advisers for Blucon Korea which
                                  specialises in Crypto Debit Card & Public Transport Card and co-operates with
                                  Honeybee.
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                                  Milan Resvide
Co-Founder
                                

                              

                              
                                
                                  Milan is majoring in Business Development, especially in B2B marketing, as well as
                                  mergers and acquisitions. She obtained her first degree in Estonian Business School,
                                  and her Master in Aarhus University Denmark. She was with SwedBank for the last 2
                                  years, before officially joining FlowCom initiative. Her experience in the finance and
                                  especially fintech industries is a great plus to the team, which shall translate
                                  directly into FlowCom’s strong presence.
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                                  Jacob Shjol
Co-Founder
                                

                              

                              
                                
                                  Jacob is awarded a first-class Master of Science in Software Engineering from the
                                  Institute of Computer Science, University of Tartu for his great thesis which analyzes
                                  different geo-spatial characteristics of 5G networks. He was with LMT’s engineering
                                  team for the development of their broadband mobile network. Jacob’s expertise and firm
                                  exposure to the 5G and its related technology is essential to FlowCom’s technological
                                  foundation.
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                                  Lalit Bansal
Advisor
                                

                              

                              
                                
                                  Lalit Bansal is a Founder & CEO of EIY SYS and Director in Revinfotech with 14 years
                                  of affluent experience in Blockchain, ICO, Digital Marketing, Fintech, and Growth
                                  Hacking. An engineer by training and an entrepreneur by profession, his leadership,
                                  experience, and connections make him a smart advisor. His outstanding entrepreneurial
                                  skills and commercial acumen with innovation and motivation make him an influencer.
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          Address: Harju maakond, Tallinn, Kesklinna
            linnaosa, Roosikrantsi tn 2-1160, 10119, Estonia

            Registry Code: 14714039
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              Terms & Conditions
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